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Woodblock print supplies

$' in this catalog refers to US dollars.
Check our website for the latest inventory and current prices.

$' in this catalog refers to US dollars.
The dollar prices in this catalogue have been set using the exchange rate in place at time
of publication (February 2019). When rates vary, some prices will change.For the total
payment, commissions related to overseas transactions are included in addition to the item
price and shipping fee. (packing fee, remittance fee, guarantee fee, document fee, etc.)
Orders from overseas should be placed through our English website.
Some of our products - including liquids, powders and fragile bottles - can not be shipped
overseas.
Items marked 'Domestic only' in red can be purchased only at our shop.
We accept payments only through Paypal: from your Paypal account, or by credit card,
payable with your own currency.
For orders totaling less than US$ 100, a minimum order fee of $20 will be added to the
invoice amount.

https://wx30.wadax.ne.jp/~woodlike-co-jp/zen4/

woodlike matsumura
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Shina Plywood for Professionals.
1) No joints on both sides. (4mm thickness - only one side.)
- expands the flexibility of designing compositions
- the surface is smooth and easy to print
- printable on both sides

2) Interior ply is also Shina.

(the same for both professional type and commercially available Shina plywood)
- Even when cutting deeply, the inner layers react the same as the surface layer.
The difference between
[A: Plywood for woodblock print making]
and [B: Commercially available plywood]
Surface

condition

front

A: Doubled surface layer
② & ③ on the next page

back

Ease of
carving

resistant to
warping

◎

◎

○

○

A: ⑦ 9mm & ⑨ 15 mm
on the next page

◎

◎

◎～△

○

A: ⑩ 6mm (Japan Only
on the next page

◎

◎

◎～○

○

B: Interior is Lauan (Japan Only)

○

▲

▲

◎

B: Interior is Shina (Japan Only)

○

△

△

○

Products

.

Other features and points.
The top layer on either side is very thin and
the wood may chip when carving delicately.

On occasion, the surface may have fine cracks that cause difficulty
carving, but this will not be apparent until work begins.
Our new product. Good balance of features; excellent
for woodblock print making.
Carving deeply is difficult, due to the fillers used between
layers.
Differences in level created by jointing tape, fillers and
hollows can adversely affect the printing result.

What is the 'Double Layer Surface' Shina Plywood?
② (4mm) & ③ (6mm) of the next page
The surface may look like a single layer but it actually consists of 2 very thin layers with the
grain in the same direction.
Compared to type ⑦ (9mm) this type of plywood is not so suitable for very delicate work or
carving with a hira-toh but it has a smooth surface and very little risk of cracking
The picture shows the internal layering of this wood.
The surface appears to be a single layer, but actually consists
of 2 very thin layers with the grain running in the same direction.
The number of interior layers varies according to the thickness.

About ⑦ (9mm) , ⑧ (15mm)& ⑩ (6mm,Japan oniy) of the next page
The surface layer is thick and without joints.
Generally this type of wood has less chance of cracking even with delicate cutting but in the
case of ⑦ and ⑧ the wood may in rare cases split in a very characteristic way.
We carefully inspect every piece before shipping
but please keep the characteristics of each type of
wood in mind before placing your order.
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Woodblock Grade Shina Plywood
915 ㎜

Cutting information is on
the next page.
The picture on the left shows
1824 ㎜

the full sheet.
Prices on this chart are for
full sheets.

№

Section image

Thickness

①４㎜
(Japan Only)

Interior ply is Shina.

3 layers

One side no joints.
Domestic
Only
Thin surface.
Interior ply is Shina.

② ４㎜

One side no joints.

5 layers

Doubled surface layer.
Interior ply is Shina.

③ ６㎜

Both sides no joints.
7 layers

⑩ ６㎜
(Japan Only)

Details

5 layers

Thin 2 layers' surface.
Interior ply is Shina.
Both sides no joints.
Sueface and interior ply are
thicker than “P-0003”

Domestic Only

Interior ply is Shina.

⑦ ９㎜

Both sides no joints.
7 layers

Surface ply is very thick.
Interior ply is Shina.

⑧ 15 ㎜

Both sides no joints.
Surface ply is very thick.
9 layers

Shina seal
0.7 thickness

100 mm width

Domestic Only

(Japan Only)

The prices on this page show full size Shina wood.
The ready-cut plywoods are shown on the next page.

Comment
For general use.
Best to use one side only.
Good for press woodblock
printing.
Same uses as "P-0001".
Because of the thinner core
than "P-0001" this has less
chance to warp.

Most popular.
Average thickness.
Both sides are available
for carving.
Average thickness.
Both sides are available for
carving.
Because of the thickness it
doesn't warp easily and is
very stable.
Both sides are available for
carving.
For Japanese traditional
woo dblo ck making we
recommend surface
polishing. (page 10)
Use by pasting the
scissor-cut pieces.

Product №

Price
P - 0001

P - 0002

＄51.3
P - 0003

＄70.0
P - 0010

\7,020
P - 0007

＄105.0
P - 0008

＄175.0
P - 0051

\540/m

Ready-Cut Woodblock Grade Shina Plywood

We have collected a selection of the most popular cut sizes.
•These ready-cut pieces are prepared from type No ②（T=4 ㎜）, №③ ,(T=6 ㎜）
№⑦ (T=9 ㎜）, №⑧（T=15 ㎜）Shina Plywood.

Stock No.

Size

②（T=4 ㎜）

③（T=6 ㎜）

⑦（T=9 ㎜）

⑧（T=15 ㎜）

(unit : mm)

606 x 915 (cross grain )
Min: 3 Units: 3
606 x 455 (normal grain )
Min: 6 Units: 6
450 x 303 (normal grain )
Min: 12 Units: 12
300 x 225 (normal grain )

＄17.10

＄23.33

＄34.99

＄58.32

＄8.72

＄11.85

＄17.78

＄26.55

＄4.42

＄5.99

＄8.97

＄13.37

＄2.25

＄3.16

＄4.55

＄1.38

＄2.08

＄2.76

＄1.16

＄1.62

＄2.33

＄0.67

＄0.90

＄1.32

＄6.75

Min: 24 Units: 24
225 x 180 (normal grain )
Min: 40 Units: 40
225 x 150 (normal grain )
Min: 48 Units: 48
160 x 110 (normal grain )

＄3.44

Min: 88 Units: 88
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Hardwood Plywood
* Yamazakura is the traditional wood

yamasakura

used for Japanese woodblock printing.

( (Japanese Cherrry)

• Top layers are finished by wet sanding.
• Since these blocks are order made,
shipments will take a few weeks.

order made

Side view
T- 13

Thickness is around 23 mm and interior ply is Shina.

Finishing
Method

Size
Ukiyo-e
Large size
Ukiyo-e
Middle size

Post card size

（Standard）

Hand-planed

Finished using wet

by a craftsman.

belt sanding

40.0 ㎝× 28.0 ㎝

＄130.63

30.0 ㎝× 22.5 ㎝

＄78.73

24.0 ㎝× 18.5 ㎝

＄51.79

22.5 ㎝ × 18.0 ㎝

＄47.23

16.0 ㎝ × 11.0 ㎝

＄20.52

Hardwood

Domestic Only

Ply for Post Card
Thinner Hardwood Plywood

Only available

at a reasonable price.

Sep. ~ Dec.

Well Recommended
Surface : both faces are hardwood (2 mm)
Interior ply: Shina (6 mm)

Surface may be hard to cut for beginners but very good
for printing.

Suitable for large editions.

Domestic Only

Yamazakura, Ho, Katsura (price is per piece)
Thickness is about 11 mm
Post card size
160 mm x 110 mm
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Yamasakura
Hoh
Katsura

T- 81
T- 82
T- 83

order made

Hardwood Plywood
Surface:

Hoh

solid wood

(Magnolia
obovata)

Hardwood Plywood

High Quality Wood Blocks
Total thickness is 15 mm

* Interior is plywood, top and bottom are solid

Plywood

wood.

Surface : both faces are hardwood (3 mm)

* Solid wood layers are thick and they will

Interior ply: Shina (9 mm)

allow deep carving.
* Carving touch is very similar to a solid block.
* As these blocks don't shrink or stretch very
much, you can use them for large scale works.

Notes:
•Since these blocks are made to order, shipments will take a few weeks.
•No minimum order; we ship even single pieces.
•These products are somewhat scarce; we may be out of stock on some types.

Cross section images
Total thickness is about

Surface layer is Hoh (Magnolia)

15 mm

T- 13

45.0cm × 30.0cm

＄94.49

30.0cm × 22.5cm

＄39.37

22.5cm × 18.0cm

＄23.62

16.0cm × 11.0cm

＄10.26
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Solid Wood
YamasakuraWood is harder than Ho Wood.
Ukiyoe is made by this wood (finished surface)

Yamasakura

(Japanese Cherry )

•Thickness will vary between 21 ～ 27 mm.
•Shipments will take a few weeks.
•Yamazakura has been used for traditional Japanese
woodblock making.
order made

•Pieces are finished on both sides.

T- 1101

Solid Yamasakura Wood
Ukiyo-e
Large size
Ukiyo-e
Middle size

Post card size

40.0 ㎝× 28.0 ㎝

＄162.00

30.0 ㎝× 22.5 ㎝

＄97.63

24.0 ㎝× 18.5 ㎝

＄64.22

22.5 ㎝ × 18.0 ㎝

＄58.57

16.0 ㎝ × 11.0 ㎝

＄25.45

（Standard）
Finished using wet
belt sanding

Hoh (Magnolia )
Ho has been used by professional Japanese woodblock print makers.
•Surface is polished by wet sanding.
•Hand planing available on request. (extra fee required)
•Thickness is 21 mm ～ 25 mm .
•Shipments will take a few weeks.

order made

T- 1101

Solid Hoh Wood
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45.0cm × 30.0cm

＄103.94

30.0cm × 22.5cm

＄86.60

22.5cm × 18.0cm

＄51.95

16.0cm × 11.0cm

＄22.57

Solid Ho Wood
Olive green tint. Used for relief work, as
well as wood carving, etc.

（Standard）
Finished using wet
belt sanding

Boxwood
•Both surfaces are polished.
•Thickness is 20 mm ~ 28 mm.

T- 1001

Each piece is quite different. We ask
mail-order and internet customers to
specify their requirements as clearly
as possible. We will do our best to
find the most appropriate match.

Excellent-rank

A rank

Ｂ rank

Ｃ rank

Almost no faults

Less faults, one side

Some faults, sliced

Many faults,large

on either surface.

can be Excellent rank.

shapes vary a lot.

sizes available.

Small, partial round (segment)

Small, full round

Small, full round

Middle, full round

Middle, full round

Small, partial round (segment)

Small, partial round (segment)

Small, full round

Small, full round

Middle, full round

Middle, full round

Very large

Very large

Price is not simply a function of rank, but reflects both size and condition (presence/absence of
defects). Please balance these considerations when ordering, and remember that cracks and black spots
are not always defects, but can be incorporated into your designs.
Polishing service
(for wood which we supply, or wood that you send us)

Polishing fee
(per square cm)

T- 133

T- 134

Both sides ¥ 10.8

One side only ¥ 6.48

•These prices apply to any type of wood.
•For uneven shapes we estimate "a half of the longest length" as a radius of a circle.
•Some woods can not be polished.
•Cutting slices from a log would require extra charge.

Domestic Only

Jointed Blocks - Kaba (Birch)
Our original product
23 mm ~ 24 mm thick
Somewhat more difficult to carve than Boxwood

Size
Post card
150 ㎜× 100 ㎜
2x
200 ㎜× 150 ㎜
4x
300 ㎜× 200 ㎜

Both sides are polished
by #120 grit sandpaper

＄12.83

Both sides are polished
by #600 grit sandpaper

＄24.38

＄25.66

＄43.13

＄66.71

＄101.98
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Traditional Knives

Highly recommended

Ｔｏｇｉｔｕｎａ Brand

For professional and
advanced carvers.

The "Shimizu" brand has been

Hangi-toh (carving knife)

renamed "Togitsuna"
Made of high quality steel

Blade length is adjustable.

Komasuki (U-gouge)

Set of 6 knives For professional
(Cherry wood handle)

Aisuki (Bull-nose)

Set of 11 knives

Sankaku-toh (V-gouge)
Width

For Professional

Hangi-toh
(Carving knife)

※ Attention:
delicate and easy to
break.
Best to keep bladelength short.
Broken blades will
not be replaced

※

T- 2101

＄29.74

* Left-hand
blades available

These blades are very

1㎜

Komasuki
(U-gouge)

＄29.74

Aisuki
(Bull-nose)

＄24.49

T- 2109

T- 2116

Sankaku-toh
(V-gouge
60 degree)

T- 2123

2㎜

1.5 ㎜ ※

7.5 ㎜

9㎜

T- 2106

T- 2107

＄27.41

＄27.41

＄29.74

＄32.65

＄39.65

T- 2111

T- 2112

T- 2113

T- 2114

T- 2115

T- 2198

＄27.99

＄27.99

＄31.49

＄34.99

＄36.74

＄39.63

T- 2108

＄41.99

T- 2118

T- 2119

T- 2120

T- 2121

T- 2122

T- 2199

＄22.74

＄22.74

＄25.66

＄27.99

＄34.41

＄36.74

T- 2125

T- 2126

T- 2127

T- 2128

＄33.24

＄33.24

＄37.91

＄43.74

T- 2124

＄37.91

＄33.24

Set of 6 knives

T- 2158

＄190.12

Set of 11 knives

T- 2159

＄351.08 Hangi-toh 3mm, 6mm Komasuki 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm Aisuki 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm

Hangi-toh 4.5mm Komasuki 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm Aisuki 6mm, Sankaku-toh 4.5mm

Sankaku-toh 1.5mm, 4.5mm, Kento chisel

Very High Quality
* Ebony handles.
* Very high quality steel

* As these products are made to
order, shipments
take a few weeks.

6㎜

T- 2105

T- 2117

＄22.74

4.5 ㎜

T- 2104

T- 2110

＄27.99

3㎜

T- 2103

T- 2102

＄27.41

※

Hangi-toh
(carving knife)

4.5 ㎜

6㎜

T- 2175

T- 2176

＄47..82

Set of 6 knives

T- 2160

＄274.10

Set of 11 knives

T- 2161

＄524.88

＄51.32

Hangi-toh 4.5mm Komasuki 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm Aisuki 6mm, Sankaku-toh 4.5mm
Hangi-toh 3mm, 6mm Komasuki 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm Aisuki 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm
Sankaku-toh 1.5mm, 4.5mm, Kento chisel

Togituna Student set
Long handle (magnolia)

General grade
Red box

Set of 5 knives
T- 1645

＄55.40

Hangi-toh, Komasuki (2), Aisuki,
Sankaku-toh

Kento Nomi

General grade, Oak handle
T- 2156

Set of 6 knives
T- 1646
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＄67.07

Hangi-toh, Komasuki (3), Aisuki,
Sankaku-toh

(Kento chisel)

＄49.57

Very high grade, Ebony handle
T- 2157

＄65.90

Michi Brand ( High Speed Steel )
•High Speed Steel is very hard.
•Lasts a long time before sharpening.
•Adjustable blade length.
※ Attention:
These blades are very delicate and easy
to break.
Best to keep blade-length short.
Broken blades can not be replaced.

Set of 7 knives

Set of 12 knives
Thick Grip

1.0 ㎜

High Speed Steel Knives

1.5 ㎜

* Left-hand blades
In-toh
available
(carving knife)

3.0 ㎜

4.5 ㎜

T- 1604

※T- 1607

Aisuki
(Bull-nose)

※T- 1612

※ T- 1608

$31.49

$31.49

$30.44

$30.44

Sankaku-toh ( V gouge 60 degree)

$32.54

Asamaru
(Shallow
U-gouge)

T- 1611

T- 1610

$31.49

$31.49

T- 1614

T- 1615

T- 1616

$30.44

$30.44

T- 1620

Set of 7 knives
Set of 9 knives
( in paulowniaf box)

Set of 12 knives

T- 1617

$30.44

T- 1621

$32.54

9.0 ㎜
$30.44

T- 1622

$32.54

$32.54

Aisuki

$30.44

$33.59

T- 1670

45deg

Asamaru Sukui

$32.54

4.5 ㎜

$33.59
Asamaru

$31.49

$33.59

T- 1601

＄217.30

T- 1675

＄279.24

Hangi-toh 6mm, Komasuki 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm, Aisuki 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm, Sankaku-toh 4.5mm,
Kento chisel 15mm

T- 1671

＄376.86

Hangi-toh 3mm, 6mm, Komasuki 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm, Aisuki 1.5mm, 3mm, 6mm, Sankaku-toh
4.5mm, Sarae chisel 18mm, Kento chisel 15mm, Asamaru Sukui (Scooping chisel) 12mm

( in paulowniaf box)

12.0 ㎜

T- 1618

T- 1626

＄31.49

( in paulowniaf box)

$30.44

T- 1609

T- 1619

9.0 ㎜

T- 1606

$30.44

$31.49

※T- 1613

7.5 ㎜

6.0 ㎜

T- 1605

$30.44

Komasuki
(U-gouge)

BiggerGrip

Asamaru

$33.59

Hangi-toh 6.0mm Komasuki 3mm, 6mm Aisuki 1.5,3.0,6mm, Sankaku-toh 4.5mm

From left in photo

Special Knives

Very narrow U-gouge
Very

0.5 ㎜

slender carving knife 4.5 ㎜

Sarae chisel

18 ㎜

Asamaru chisel

T- 1671

＄35.69

T- 1657

＄31.49

T- 1656

＄33.59

T- 1661

18 ㎜

Kento Nomi (Kento chisel) 15 ㎜

T- 2202

＄33.59
＄30.44

Our smallest U-gouge
Blade is very sharp. Good for delicate work.
Blade shape is Asamaru (extremely shallow
type). Large handle; easy to apply power
Blade shape is Asamaru (shallow type).
Large handle; easy to apply power

Reasonable price; general Steel

Woody Chisels (Hammer-driven chisels)

Long Grip

High Speed Steel and Bourd Type Grip

(Cherry Wood)

Suitable for carving a wide area of hard wood
High Speed Steel

Fukamaru
Asamaru
(Shallow)

Goku-asamaru
(Very shallow)

(U-gouge)

12 ㎜

12 ㎜

15 ㎜

18 ㎜

Asamaru

T- 1650

T- 1651

T- 1652

(Shallow)

＄30.44

＄30.44

＄30.44

T-1654
Goku-asamaru T- 1653
(Very shallow) ＄30.44 ＄30.44

＄30.44

T-1655

15 ㎜

18 ㎜

T- 1580

＄45.14

Goku-asamaru
(Very shallow)
T- 1582

＄45.14

Asamaru

Hira-Nomi

(Shallow)

（Bull nose）

T- 1584

＄45.14

T- 1586

＄45.14

T- 1681

T- 1587

＄45.14

＄49.34
T- 1653

＄49.34

T- 1585

＄49.34

T- 1588

＄49.34
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Compact Design

High Quality

The handle length is 14.5 cm, 30% shorter
than before.
(Very wide types are about 16 cm long.)

Short Grip Knife
By Mikisho Hamono Honpo Co.

*

Kiwa-toh
(Intoh)
Carving knife

(Bull noze)

(Flat noze)

Handles are also made by very
experienced craftsmen.
Handles are made of two pieces of
magnolia wood with the blade glued
between, holding it very securely. When
the blade becomes short, cut back the
handle.
Gokuasamaru

Aisuki

Hira-tou

Highest quality steel "Yasuki" is used.
These blades are made by very
experienced craftsmen and last a long
time.

Asamaru

(Very shallow U-gouge)

Sankaku-tou

Marutoh

(Shallow
U-gouge)

(V-gouge)

60degree

(U-gouge)

1.0 ㎜

T- 1510

＄29.39

T- 1520

＄29.39

T- 1530

＄29.39

T- 1540

＄31.49

T- 1550

＄31.49

T- 1560

＄21.49

T- 1570

＄31.49

1.5 ㎜

T- 1511

＄18.88

T- 1521

＄18.88

T- 1531

＄18.88

T- 1541

＄20.99

T- 1551

＄20.99

T- 1561

＄20.99

T- 1571

＄24.14

2.0 ㎜

T- 1512

＄29.39

T- 1522

＄29.39

T- 1532

＄29.39

T- 1542

＄31.49

T- 1552

＄31.49

T- 1562

＄31.49

T- 1572

＄31.49

3.0 ㎜

T- 1513

＄16.79

T- 1523

＄16.79

T- 1533

＄16.79

T- 1543

＄18.88

T- 1553

＄18.88

T- 1563

＄18.88

T- 1573

＄22.04

4.5 ㎜

T- 1514

＄16.79

T- 1524

＄16.79

T- 1534

＄16.79

T- 1544

＄18.88

T- 1554

＄18.88

T- 1564

＄18.88

T- 1574

＄22.04

6.0 ㎜

T- 1515

＄16.79

T- 1525

＄16.79

T- 1535

＄17.84

T- 1545

＄18.88

T- 1555

＄18.88

T- 1565

＄18.88

T- 1575

＄22.04

7.5 ㎜

T- 1516

＄17.84

T- 1526

＄17.84

T- 1536

＄17.84

T- 1546

＄19.94

T- 1556

＄19.94

T- 1566

＄19.94

9.0 ㎜

T- 1517

＄17.84

T- 1527

＄20.99

T- 1537

＄17.84

T- 1547

＄19.94

T- 1557

＄19.94

T- 1567

＄19.94

12 ㎜

T- 1528

＄18.88

T- 1538

＄18.88

T- 1548

＄20.99

T- 1558

＄20.99

T- 1568

＄19.94

15 ㎜

T- 1529

＄20.99

T- 1539

＄20.99

T- 1549

＄22.04

T- 1559

＄22.04

T- 1569

＄22.04

18 ㎜

T- 1576

＄22.04

T- 1577

＄22.04

T- 1578

＄23.09

T- 1579

＄23.09

T- 1580

＄22.04

Konobu factory

Knives for line cutting

(blade width is 4.5mm )

Most Japanese professional carvers suggest holding the knives as shown in the
picture. There are 4 different lengths; please select the one that suits you best.
The length of a handle is measured from the cap as shown in the illustration at
left.

Ｌ
A

B

C

D

（4 kinds of lengths)

“very short” (type A, for ladies), handle length - 80mm

T- 1898

＄23.09

“short” (type B, for average men), handle length - 85mm

T- 1798

＄23.09

“medium” (type C, for large hands), handle length - 90mm

T- 1899

＄23.09

“regular” (type D, standard length), handle length - 103mm

T- 1799

＄23.09

Ｔｏｇｉｔｕｎａ Brand

Tataki-nomi

When working with hard wood, hammer and
Tataki-nomi (Chisels) are recommended for
scooping out unneeded areas.

(Hammer-driven chisels)

for professional

The shape and material of the handles may
slightly differ from the illustration.

Maru-nomi Deep

12 ㎜

T- 2205

$71.15

T- 2209

$106.96

T- 2204 $90.97

T- 2206

$76.74

T- 2210

$113.61

18 ㎜

T- 2207

$80.13

T- 2211

$119.56

21 ㎜

T- 2208

$85.14

T- 2212

$138.33

T- 2213

$149.53

24 ㎜
27 ㎜
※ Souai-nomi: Woodlike original. Similar to
Hira-nomi but with rounded corners.

※ Souai-nomi （Bull noze)

T- 2203 $87.48

15 ㎜
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Maru-nomi Shallow

30 ㎜

Popular knives
Power Grip Type

（These knives are very easy to hold because of the unique shape of the grip.)
Shou-toh

Set of 7 knives in paper box.
Maru-toh ３㎜ , ６㎜ Hira-toh 7.5 ㎜
Carving-knife7.5 ㎜ Sankaku-toh 4.5 ㎜
Asamaru-toh 9 ㎜ Gokuasamaru-toh 9 ㎜

1.5 ㎜

＄45.71

T- 1641

3.0 ㎜
Maru-toh ３㎜ , ６㎜
Carving-knife7.5 ㎜

Hira-toh 7.5 ㎜
Sankaku-toh 4.5 ㎜

4.5 ㎜
6.0 ㎜

＄29.39

T- 1640

7.5 ㎜
9.0 ㎜

BiggerGrip
Newly produced extra
large types !!
The handles are wider and
use a different material.

GX-type Knives
Rubber handle, soft and easy to hold.
Set of 5 knives in plastic case.

＄22.74

12.0 ㎜
15.0 ㎜
18.0 ㎜

Asamaru- Gokuasamaru-toh
toh

Sankakutoh
60
degree

T- 1730
1730
T-

T- 1740
1740
T-

T-1750
T-1750

＄5.87

＄5.87

＄5.87

TT- 1720
1720

T- 1760
1760
T-

＄5.87

＄5.87

T- 1731
1731
T-

T- 1741
1741
T-

T- 1751
1751
T-

＄5.87

＄5.87

TT- 1721
1721

T- 1761
1761
T-

＄5.87

＄5.87

＄5.87

T- 1732
1732
T-

T- 1742
1742
T-

T- 1752
1752
T-

T- 1722
1722
T-

T- 1762
1762
T-

＄5.87

＄5.87

＄5.87

＄5.87

＄5.87

T- 1733
1733
T-

T- 1743
1743
T-

T- 1753
1753
T-

T- 1724
1724
T-

T- 1763
1763
T-

＄8.39

＄5.87

＄5.87

T- 1744
1744
T-

T- 1754
1754
T-

＄5.87

＄5.87

＄5.87

T- 1725
1725
T-

＄5.87

T- 1735
1735
T-

T- 1745
1745
T-

T- 1755
1755
T-

T- 1726
1726
T-

＄8.39

＄8.39

＄8.39

＄8.39

＄8.39

TT- 1736
1736

TT- 1746
1746

TT- 1756
1756

TT- 1727
1727

T- 1771
T- 1771

＄11.54

＄11.54

＄11.54

＄11.54

＄5.87

＄5.87

T- 1734
1734
T-

＄11.54

T- 1770
1770
T-

T- 1780

＄8.39
T- 1781
T- 1781

T- 1737
1737
T-

T- 1747
1747
T-

T- 1757
1757
T-

T- 1728
1728
T-

T- 1772
1772
T-

＄11.54

＄11.54

＄11.54

＄11.54

＄11.54

TT- 1738
1738

T- 1748
1748
T-

＄12.59

＄12.59

T- 1758
1758
T-

＄11.54
TT- 1782
1782

TT- 1773
1773

＄12.59

＄11.54
T- 1783

＄12.59

＄12.59

Set of 3 knives

Reasonable price and

(Yoshiharu Brand)

T- 1642

〔

Hira-toh Aisuki-toh Maru-toh

刃幅

Knife= ６㎜

good for beginners!!

U= ６㎜

(Handles are magnolia wood)

＄20.99

V=4.5 ㎜

By Mikisho Hamono Honpo Co.
For woodblock print making
Sets for beginners

Set of 4 knives
Knife= ６㎜
U= ６㎜
V=4.5 ㎜

＄27.99

Hira=4.5 ㎜

Woody Knives (Michi Brand)
For general use and beginners. Paulownia wood case.
Please inquire about discounts.

Basic set (5 knives)

＄22.14

[Hiramaru, Carving knife,
Maru-toh (2), Sankaku-toh]

Set of 7 knives
[Adding hira-toh & marutoh to the Basic set]

＄29.16

Set of 10 knives

Set of 5 knives

Bird Shape Knives
(easy to apply power)

Set of 7 knives

[Adding hira-toh (2), maru-toh,
asamaru & carving knife to the
Basic set]

Size

Maru-toh

＄29.16

Asamarutoh

Set of 10 knives

Gokuasamaru-toh

Hira-toh

T- 1695

3.0 ㎜
6.0 ㎜

Sankaku-toh
\1,350

T- 1681

T- 1684

T- 1689

\1,350

\1,350

9.0 ㎜

T- 1682

T- 1685

T- 1690

\1,350

\1,350

\1,350

\1,350

12 ㎜

T- 1683

T- 1686

T- 1691

T- 1696

Domestic Only

\1,350
T- 1694

\1,350

\1,350

\1,350

15 ㎜

T- 1687

T- 1692

T- 1697

\1,440

\1,440

\1,440

18 ㎜

T- 1688

T- 1693

T- 1698

\1,530

\1,530

\1,530

\1,350
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Chisel Pouch
Wooden hammer

Iron hammer

(for sculpture)

(for sculpture)

Made of thick cloth.
Convenient to carry chisels
safely.

Large

（435

T- 2330

㎜× 295 ㎜

＄12.83

(Adequate for long-handled chisels.)
Diameter 60 ㎜
T- 2340

Diameter 36 ㎜

$24.49

Standard 435 ㎜× 255 ㎜

$52.49

T- 2342

T- 2329

About the size
of 1/2 an egg

＄14.00

Tsurigane-sumi
Hobby Loupe - glasses type

Place a sheet of paper on the
carved surface and rub with this
Sumi. Carved lines will be shown
clearly. Very useful during the
carving process.
T- 3620

Useful for very fine carving.
Can be worn on top of regular glasses.

Domestic Only

$5.83

Carving supports for woodblock printmaking (SN-type)

Acrylic Resin
300 x 225 x 3.5 mm

T- 2344

2.5 power

\1,296

Non-slip Cloth

Plywood (large size)
450 x 300 x 9 mm

Particle Board
360 x 300 x 7 mm

Acrylic lens

Very thin
Good for carving and printing.

310 ㎜× 230 ㎜

Durable. For postcard or
double postcard size
T- 7101

(front and back)

$10.08

$11.23

T- 7102

T- 7105

＄15.74

Electric Carving Tools

Multipurpose Holder
T- 2228

(Tokyo Automac Company)
Tip blades are all

Reasonable price. Light and
easy to handle - simply touch
the tip to the wood. Tip-

$19.94

The blades of these Electric Carving tools fit in this
metal holder.
Very useful when sharpening the blades.
A recommended accessory for these tools.

made to our company's special order.

High Holiday
ＨＨＤ－ 10

＄1.85

T- 7108

Hand Craft
ＨＣＴ -30 Ａ

Ultra high speed micro vibration.
Very powerful.
Die cast aluminum body.

Domestic Only

blades are carefully selected.

T- 2221
T- 2220

Tip blades: Maru-tou 6 ㎜ ,12 ㎜ ,
Hira-tou 6 ㎜ , Hiramaru 12 ㎜ ,
Sankaku-toh 7 ㎜
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$458.04

$237.34

Replacement tip

Tip blades: Maru-tou 6 ㎜ ,12 ㎜ ,
Hira-tou 6 ㎜ , Hiramaru 21 ㎜ ,
Sankaku-toh 7 ㎜
Replacement tip

blades available.

blades available.

Sharpening Stones

Our web site provides technical points on using these products.
[http://www.woodlike.co.jp/togi/togi_setumei02.htm]

Woodlike Matsumura Original Kit.

High quality selected stones, cut into suitable sizes for
wood carvers. Very useful for any level of work. Very reasonable price!

An excellent selection of small stones
T- 2320

$29.16

Content of this kit (stones also available individually)

Rough Stone

Medium Stone

(3F carbon)
#700 grit
75 ㎜× 65 ㎜× 23 ㎜

(ceramic) #120 grit
65 ㎜× 35 ㎜× 15 ㎜

T- 2361

$4.66

T- 2362

$9.32

"Nagura" (black)

Slip Stone
Fine Stone

(synthetic, our original)
#8000 grit
70 ㎜×60 ㎜×15 ㎜

T- 2363

Surfacing Stone

(thin type of the Fine
stone)
(for rear side of blade)
70 ㎜× 40 ㎜× 4 ㎜

$9.32

T- 2364

(ceramic) #120grit
63 ㎜× 30 ㎜× 11mm

$4.66

T- 2365

Diamond Sharpening Stones

Use along with finishing stone.
Used with plenty of water to dress the surface
of the finishing stone.

♯ 800 Medium

Very stable heavy metal base. Long-lasting, stays
flat. Mesh pattern helps guide blade movement.

T- 2385

cube about 45mm each side
T- 2378

$2.09

$58.32

205 ㎜× 70 ㎜× 8 ㎜

$46.66
♯ 300 Rough

haif size
T- 2388

Corners may be missing.
Each one has different
shape, size and thickness.

T- 2386

\$23.33

「Natural fine stone」

By "Shohonyama" company

Corners may be missing.

without support base
T- 2372
100 ㎜× 70 ㎜

$29.16
T- 2374
130 ㎜× 60 ㎜

$43.16

extremely popular on the internet in Japan

Shapton "Kuromaku"
our original
surfacing stone
is included.
210 ㎜× 70 ㎜× 15 ㎜

$58.32

205 ㎜× 70 ㎜× 8 ㎜

Natural stone
irregular shape

with support base
T- 2371
100 ㎜× 70 ㎜

$38.48
T- 2373
130 ㎜× 60 ㎜

Variable thickness, size, and shape.

T- 2375

$58.32

$52.49

Surface is resistant to wear; sharpening is easy.
Best for the "side-to-side method of sharpening".
Our original surfacing stone is included.
A handy plastic support base is also included.
Both faces can be used.
♯ 1000 most popular,
serves as both rough and medium
T- 2381

$40.12
15

Diamond Care

For medium and fine sharpening.

(Michi Brand)
T- 1703

Best used in combination with "Mini
Haisu Care" (see below)

￥9,936

Mini Haisu Care (Michi Brand)
Polishing machine using felt and abrasives.
1.Suitable for all carving knives.
2.Small, light and quiet.
3.100 volt, 50~60 Hz.
4.Reasonable price.
Polishing machine in box

Type 1 ---Far right disc is rough stone.
T- 1701

Type 2

￥23,220

--- Far right disc is felt buff.

(good for fine polishing)

T- 1704

￥23,220

Easy to carry

(Machine not included in price)

Original wood box for this machine.
Includes dust guard.

T- 1702

￥6,480

Domestic Only
For carvers who are particular
about the sharpness of their tools.

Miki Kenki
"Craftsman's hand 2016"

It may take a while until you can handle the machine
capably,
but once you have gained experience, you will find
that this is a very efficient sharpening machine.

This machine has 5 directions of movement:
front-back, right-left, up-down, rolling, turning
* With experience on this machine, you can easily and
cleanly sharpen even gouges and v-chisels, as well as
standard chisels and cutting knives.
* The dry sharpening system means little mess and easy
cleanup.
* Very fast sharpening.
* Low maintenance.
* Compact.
You can see the moving image on internet.

https://www.mikikenki.com

Ｔ -1781

￥105,000
ローリングフォルダーを
左右に回転させながら研ぐ
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Papers for woodblock printmaking
We have learned that many people are unable to locate suitable papers for printmaking.
Important factors in selecting paper include such things as the presence of a deckle and
the accuracy of the cutting, so we have re-arranged our selection in this catalogue in
order to better meet the requirements.
* We now offer more varieties including not only hand-dipped papers, but also reasonably priced
machine-made papers.
* An increased selection of popular papers in smaller sizes.
* For some popular papers we have improved the quality and adjusted such factors as thickness,
to better match the customers' needs.
# The following papers are no longer available:
"No. 2 Mawata Usukuchi","No.6 Hakudo", "No.19 proof printing (white, thick)"

We would like to suggest that you focus on three factors- color, thickness and price - when
selecting the most appropriate paper.

How to view the paper chart
Product
Number

Photo of the paper. These
are for reference only!

Name of
the paper

[E]: with deckle edge
A deckle edge is a prime feature of
hand made washi.

[NE]: No deckle

Ｈ - 9041

Ｍａｗａｔａ

[HS] : Sized by hand

＄18.66

Min: 10 Units: 10
970 ㎜× 670 ㎜
thicknes : 《 18 》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70 ％
pulp 30 ％
Natural light cream color. High quality mulberry creates very smooth
surface and elegant sheen. We no longer have "No. 2 Mawata Usukuchi"

Explanation of the paper

[TS] : Tub sized
Sizing material added as paper
was made

[NS] No sizing
[L] ： with laid lines
Lines in the paper caused by the
bamboo screen on which it was
made.
[NL] ： with no laid lines
Lines are not visible (Placing cloth
on the dipping frame is one of the
techniques to avoid producing such
lines.)

： To communicate the thickness of the papers, we have taken a
typical copy paper as 《5》 and a Japanese postcard stock as 《15》 . Please
bear in mind that the thickness of hand-made washi is not completely even.
Materials ： Exact content of the raw materials may vary according to supply
conditions.
《thicknes》
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Hand made Washi

Pages 4 and 5 show only hand-made Washi
papers for woodblock print making.
(Sizes are larger than 900mm x 600mm)

To make handmade Washi for woodblock print making is very labor intensive work: even the tiniest
dust spots and bark scraps must be removed, and a very high level of skill is required to produce a
flat surface. The very subtle unevenness of the paper thickness created by the hand making process
produces a soft, gentle and warm texture that is the distinguishing attractiveness of such paper. The
soft fluffy structure of washi allows the pigment to blend with the natural fibers much easier than with
machine-made papers, making them much easier to print.
The raw materials are also very different. The mulberry used for hand-made paper has far longer fibres than that used in mechanical papers, thus
resulting in a paper with great strength, yet good flexibility.
There is a downside to this natural approach though, and that is the resulting sensitivity of these papers to small variations in the climate of the area
where the raw materials are produced, and the conditions of each year's harvest. These variations affect such things as the thickness, colour and surface
texture of the paper, and even affects the way that it will absorb pigments. These subtle changes can lead to large differences in the final result.
We ask your understanding of one more important factor: in recent years, fewer and fewer people are challenging this very complex work, and the
resulting difficulty in obtaining paper means that we are sometimes out of stock of any particular item.

Mawata

Yukimi

＄18.66

Ｈ - 9041

Ｈ - 9043

＄18.66
Min: 10 Units: 10

Min: 10 Units: 10

970 ㎜× 670 ㎜
thickness: 《18》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70%
pulp 30%

970 ㎜× 670 ㎜
thickness: 《18》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70%
pulp 30%
Natural light cream color. High quality mulberry creates very smooth surface

This is a bleached version of Mawata(No.1) paper. This has a smooth surface,

and elegant sheen. We no longer have "No. 2 Mawata Usu-kuchi"

soft texture and an elegant sheen similar to Mawata.

Shioji

＄11.19

Ｈ - 9005

Atsuyo

Min: 10 Units: 10

Ｈ - 9006

＄17.50
Min: 10 Units: 10
970 ㎜× 670 ㎜
thickness: 《25》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70%
pulp 30%

970 ㎜× 670 ㎜
thickness: 《16》
mulberry
(imported): 100%
Cream-tinted natural color. Hard texture comes from pure mulberry. Thick

White. Thick but soft. Has high resiliency due to the high percentage of

but reasonable price.

mulberry.

Kihada

Ｈ - 9007

＄15.16
Min: 10 Units: 10

Kihada
Light

Ｈ - 9008

＄10.49
Min: 10 Units: 10
990 ㎜× 680 ㎜
thickness: 《10》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70%
pulp 30%

990 ㎜× 680 ㎜
thickness: 《20》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70%
pulp 30%
Ecru (natural) color, thick. Calendared, to produce a surface to withstand

Very natural color. Thin but firm. Surface is strong and flat with a delicate

printing pressure, and resistant to fibers pulling up.

sheen. Can be used for Ukiyo-e in place of more traditional papers.

Azusa

Ｈ - 9009

＄9.32
Min: 10 Units: 10

Gekko

18 texture.
18

＄23.33
Min: 10 Units: 10
970 ㎜× 670 ㎜
thickness: 《25》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70%

990 ㎜× 680 ㎜
thickness: 《10》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70%
pulp 30%
Natural color. Firm with a strong surface. A simple and pleasant washi

Ｈ - 9047

Light natural color. Thick and firm. Use of high quality mulberry gives an
elegant and glossy washi.

ShinHosho

Ｈ - 9039

＄16.33
Min: 10 Units: 10
960 ㎜× 630 ㎜
thickness: 《25》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70%

ShinHosho
Extra Large size

Ｈ - 9038

1400 ㎜× 750 ㎜

＄33.59
Min: 10 Units: 10

Thin but hard and strong. Laid lines are more visible than other papers. The feel and strength of Tosa mulberry.

Kasuga

Ｈ - 9052

＄12.83
Min: 10 Units: 10

Shinkusa
Torinoko

Ｈ - 9053

990 ㎜× 680 ㎜
thickness: 《20》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70%
pulp 30%

Ｈ - 9036

＄16.33
Min: 10 Units: 10
960 ㎜× 630 ㎜
thickness: 《15》
mulberry(from
Japan) 70%
pulp 30%

Light natural color. Hand made washi texture, with a soft surface.

Lenge

Ｈ - 9073

＄16.33
Min: 10 Units: 10

970 ㎜× 670 ㎜
thickness: 《18》
mulberry
(imported): 100%

Tesaishi

Ｈ - 9040

Light natural color. Relatively thin but with the strength of mulberry. Similar
texture to Kizuki Hosho. Easy to print and very popular.

Ｈ - 9082

＄12.83
Min: 10 Units: 10
940 ㎜× 635 ㎜
thickness: 《25》
pulp 80%
manila hemp 20%

＄5.83
Min: 10 Units: 10

960 ㎜× 630 ㎜
thickness: 《6》
mulberry 100%
(Left 2 thirds of the photo was covered by this paper to show the transparency.)

White, with little transparency. No sizing and suitable for hand coloring.

Suzushiro

Ｈ - 9081

＄8.16
Min: 10 Units: 10
970 ㎜× 670 ㎜
thickness: 《10》
mulberry
(imported): 100%

960 ㎜× 630 ㎜
thickness: 《12》
mulberry 80%
pulp 20%

Torinoko
Shimizu

Min: 10 Units: 10

White. Middle thickness, very much Washi like texture and very
delicate surface.

light natural color. Thick and firm tension.

Kousui

＄16.33

White. Most reasonable price among our handmade washi papers. Careful
finishing, and high cost performance. Differs from #26 (Shin Kusa Torinoko)
only in thickness.

Notice
These images of our papers can't clearly
show the textures. Please consider these
just for reference!

White. High pulp concentration makes printing easier. Easy to handle with no
deckle.
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Machine made Washi

版 画

An initial impression of machine made Washi that they are
hard and cold comes from the flat and non-textured surface
- they actually appear quite similar to western papers. From
this point of view only, a hand made Washi would seem to be
preferable, but it might also be true that your enthusiasm to
start printing is affected by a more complete impression of the
chosen washi paper.
Here I would like to demonstrate that there are many kinds of machine made Washi and some are very
attractive and useful for woodblock print making! The reason why such a wide variety of these papers exist is
that they are generally produced for mechanical printing of art works, a much wider demand than woodblock
work, and - in many cases - they are treated to reduce ink bleeding, making separate sizing unnecessary.
Some advantages of this type of paper are:
# Reasonable price. Efficiently made by machine and sizing is unnecessary.
# Quality is stable. You will be able to make your prints with predictable and stable results.
# Stable supply. Our inventory would be much more reliable than that of our handmade Washi papers.
Pages 6 and 7 show only machine made Washi paper for woodblock print making.
(Sizes are larger than 900mm x 600mm)
We have increased our selection of this type to give you a wider range of choice.

用

Proofing
P a p e r Ｍ - 9016
(White)

＄1.17
Min: 10 Units: 10

Proofing
P a p e r Ｍ - 9017
(Cream)

紙

1090 ㎜× 790 ㎜
thickness: 《11》
pulp 100%

White. Very popular as proofing paper and general use.

＄1.40
Min: 10 Units: 10
1090 ㎜× 790 ㎜
thickness: 《11》
pulp 100%

Cream color version of ( Ｗｈｉｔｅ）

Thickness has increased by 20%, resulting in better usability.

Proofing Paper
(CreamLight)
Ｍ - 9085

＄1.86
Min: 10 Units: 10

Kikai Torinoko
(White)

Ｍ - 9086

White. Replacement of former "Proofing paper (white, thick)." The surface is
softer and nicer than before. Reasonable price for a paper of this thickness.

Large

Shiramine

Ｍ - 9074

＄4.66
Min: 10 Units: 10
970 ㎜× 640 ㎜
thickness: 《14》
pulp 55%
mulberry 30%
manila hemp 15%

Light natural color. Elegant sheen and firm body. The surface texture is

2020

similar to high quality hand made Washi.

Min: 10 Units: 10
1090 ㎜× 790 ㎜
thickness: 《18》
pulp 100%

1090 ㎜× 790 ㎜
thickness: 《11》
pulp 100%

Cream tinted natural color. Very close to delicate Washi color. Similar
appearance to real Washi, but at a very reasonable price.

＄4.66

1830 ㎜× 950 ㎜

Kohaku

Ｍ - 9044

＄11.08
Min: 10 Units: 10
thickness: 《12》
thickness: 《14》
pulp 55%
mulberry 30%
manila hemp 15%

Light natural color. Elegant sheen and firm body. The surface texture is
similar to high quality hand made Washi.

Tamayura

Ｍ - 9087

＄11.08

1830 ㎜× 950 ㎜

Large

1830 ㎜× 950 ㎜

Large

Hakuraku

Ｍ - 9046

＄11.66

Min: 10 Units: 10

Min: 10 Units: 10

thickness: 《12》
pulp 40%
mulberry 20%
manila hemp
and others 40%
Light natural color. Very large size.

Panshion
(White)

thickness: 《12》
mulberry 30%
manila hemp 30%
pulp and others
40%
Pure white. Reasonable price with a surface texture similar to Washi.

Ｍ - 9084

＄3.14
Min: 10 Units: 10

Panshion
( Creamlight )

＄2.92

Ｍ - 9083

Min: 10 Units: 10

White. Best machine made Washi for delicate work. Surface texture is similar

版 画 用

970 ㎜× 636 ㎜
thickness: 《12》
pulp, mulberry,
Vinylon

970 ㎜× 636 ㎜
thickness: 《12》
pulp, mulberry,
Vinylon
Light natural color version of (White).

to expensive hand made Washi.

Ｍ - 9054

滲み止
＄5.00
無し

Min: 10 Units: 10

Super thin Ganpi
(Natural color)

Ｍ - 9055

White. Transparent and glossy paper. In demand for wood engraving. Used for
copying too.

970 ㎜× 640 ㎜
thickness: 《2》
ganpi 100%
(Left 2 thirds of the photo was covered by this paper to show the
transparency.)

Natural color version of (White)

あつくち

Laminated Ganpi
(Thick, White)

Ｍ - 9056

＄7.58

Min: 10 Units: 10

しぜんしょくがんぴばり

Laminated Ganpi
(Thick, Natural)

Ｍ - 9057

うすみのし

Usumino-shi

Ｍ - 9051

＄1.17
Min: 10 Units: 10

1091 ㎜× 788 ㎜
thickness: 《3》
pulp 100%
（印刷した紙の上、 左３分の２にこれを置いて、 その透明感を写した様子）

White.Very thin and transparent. This paper has been used for copying.
Larger and cheaper than before.

＄11.54
滲み止
無し 10
Min: 10 Units:

970 ㎜× 640 ㎜
thickness: 《14》
front side - ganpi 100%
backside - pulp 100 %

970 ㎜× 640 ㎜
thickness: 《14》
front side - ganpi 100%
backside - pulp 100 %
White. Laminations of thick white paper and No. 29. Easy to handle
for wood engraving.

滲み止

＄9.68無し

Min: 10 Units: 10

970 ㎜× 640 ㎜
thickness: 《2》
ganpi 100%
(Left 2 thirds of the photo was covered by this paper to show the
transparency.)

紙

Super thin
Ganpi(White)

Natural
color version
クリーム系の紙。
№ of
27 (White).
と厚手の￥クリーム系紙の合わせ紙。 木口木
版画用として扱いやすくした紙。

Hanshita-shi

はんしたし

Ｍ - 9048

＄8.75
Min: 10 Units: 10

930 ㎜× 630 ㎜
thickness: 《10》
front side- pulp 100%
backside - pulp 100 %
Usu Mino Shi backed by a thicker paper. Copy your image onto this paper,
paste it on a woodblock and peel off the thick paper, as the photo shows.
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Smaller size papers for woodblock print making

Hand made Washi
We increased the selection of paper sizes to meet
customers' needs.

* Order unit is 10 sheets.
* 4 sides are all cut straight.

Awayuki

thickness: 《18》
mulberry 80% pulp 20%

Ｃ -9077

580 ㎜× 380 ㎜

[10sheets] ＄50.15

Domestic Only Ｃ -9078

364 ㎜× 290 ㎜

[10sheets] ＄26.24
白系の紙。繊維の絡み具合が少々まだらで荒々しさがあり、和紙本来の素朴さを感じさせる。

Awayuki Thin
thickness: 《18》
mulberry 80% pulp 20%

Ｃ -9079

580 ㎜× 380 ㎜

[10sheets] ＄40.82

Ｃ -9080 364 ㎜× 290 ㎜
[10sheets] ＄20.99
白系の紙。 繊維の絡み具合が少々まだらで荒々しさがあり、 和紙本来の素朴さを感じさせる。
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Suzushiro (Cut)
460 ㎜× 320 ㎜
Ｃ -9091

thickness: 《10》
mulberry 100%

[10sheets] ＄23.33

This is the smaller size version of ‘Suzushiro’ (page 27).

Han Torinoko (Cut)
470 ㎜× 340 ㎜

Domestic -Only
Ｃ 9089

thickness: 《14》
mulberry 50%
pulp 50%

[10sheets] ＄30.32

A half and half mixture of mulberry and pulp. Has the texture and colour of high grade paper;
relatively easy to print.

Kihada Usukuchi
(Cut)

thickness: 《10》
mulberry 70%
pulp 30%

470 ㎜× 330 ㎜
Ｃ -9090

[10sheets] ＄28.58

This is the smaller size version of ‘kihada Usukuchi’ (page 4).
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Smaller size papers for woodblock print making
Order unit is 10 sheets.

Machine made Washi

Medium Thickness Cut Paper

thickness: 《11》
pulp 100%

530 ㎜ ×380 ㎜
Ｃ -9060

[10sheets] \518

360 ㎜ ×260 ㎜
Ｃ -9062

[10sheets] \302

Pure white. Easy to handle, Many beginners use this for practicing and proofing.

Domestic Only
Ecru Cut Paper

thickness: 《15》
pulp 100%

484 ㎜× 330 ㎜
Ｃ -9092

[10sheets] \734

Ecru color (light natural color).
For people dissatisfied with the bare colours of much machine-made paper.

Shiro-hada Cut Paper

thickness: 《15》
pulp 100%

484 ㎜× 330 ㎜
Ｃ -9093

[10sheets] \734

Light color with the feeling of high quality Washi.
Has the faintest of pink tints compared ‘Ecru Cut Paper’ .
24

thickness: 《12》
pulp 100%

Pantheon Cut Paper (White)
Ｃ -9094

475 ㎜× 310 ㎜
[10sheets] \1,026

Thin, but with a feeling of high grade handmade Washi; reasonable price. Suitable for delicate work.

Domestic Only
thickness: 《12》
pulp 100%

Pantheon Cut Paper (Light color)
Ｃ -9095

475 ㎜× 310 ㎜
[10sheets] \972

Light color variation of Pantheon (White)
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Related papers for woodblock print making
Post cards for woodblock print making.
※ (former name was "Washi Postcard")

These are postcards specifically for woodblock print
making. (The texture doesn't have much Washi feeling.)
Rectangle marks on the front side are for the postage
stamp and zip code (when used within Japan).
10 sheets in cellophane packet.

For woodblock print making.
Ｃ -9030

[10sheets] ＄3.33

Torinoko (White)
Ｃ -9034

[10sheets] ＄3.33

Torinoko (Cream color)
Ｃ -9035

(Left 2 thirds of the photo was covered

[10sheets] ＄3.33

Tracing film

by this paper to show the transparency.)

A very thin film with a matte finish on both sides.
Doesn't shrink; excellent for tracing large works.
(Sheet type)

(Roll type)

841 ㎜× 594 ㎜
Matte finish on both sides
(50 μ )

Ｅ - 9024

[10sheets] ＄4.89

Ategami

Ｅ - 9025

(Baren Studio Kikuhide)

(Roll type) T- 9062

30cm (width) x 10 m (length)
Ｅ - 1501

880 ㎜× 20 meters

[1roll] ＄14.00

[1roll] ＄146.96

Place this paper on top of the
print before rubbing with the
baren, which will then move
smoothly and with no damage to
the back of the print.

Extra large carbon paper (red)
Single side

841 ㎜ ×594 ㎜

Very convenient for tracing large images.
Ｅ - 9026

＄8.16

Min: 10

Units: 10

Extra large carbon paper (dark blue)
Single side
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Very convenient for tracing large images.
Ｅ - 9027

＄8.16

Min: 10

Units: 10

841 ㎜ ×594 ㎜

Notice :

These items are now half the size of those which we formerly carried.

Minimum order: 10 sheets.

800 ㎜ ×550 ㎜
Special cardboardT-(grey)
9062
thickness : 1.5 ㎜
[actual thickness]

Ｅ - 9096

\205

紙の湿しや乾燥に使用します。

Yellow cardboard (ocher) 800 ㎜ ×550 ㎜
thickness : 1.5 ㎜
[actual thickness]

Ｅ - 9097

\388

Mold Prevention for Washi

(Kikuhide Brand)

Add this to the moistening water for the printing paper, newspapers or thick
paperboard. Paper treated with this solution will remain mold free for up to
three months.

T- 3621

\1,620

300 cc, in plastic bottle

T- 3623

\3,456

500 cc, in plastic bottle, good-value

T- 3622

\5,616

100 cc, in plastic bottle
Water it 100 times down for use.
Measure cup included.

Domestic Only

Cutting Mats [Thick]

（thickness: 3 ㎜ )

A must item for cutting large papers.
Self healing type.

Has grid lines (in metric system).
Easy to cut at right angles.
For large papers

Ｔ - 1047

\ 7,819

900 ㎜× 600 ㎜

Compact type
T- 1048

600 ㎜× 450 ㎜

\ 3,922
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External Registration Board

Made of Shina plywood.
The registration marks have not yet been cut into the board;

( KENTO BOARD )

please arrange this to your own requirements.
100 ㎜

Images seen from directly above.

100 ㎜

120 ㎜

Super Large size (for blocks 1/3 of a full sheet of plywood)
910 ㎜
100 ㎜

100 ㎜

120 ㎜

Large size (for blocks 1/6 of a full sheet)
700 ㎜
90 ㎜

90 ㎜

Medium size (for blocks 1/10 of a full sheet)

９0 ㎜

110 ㎜

90 ㎜

550 ㎜

Thickness

110 ㎜

Small size (for blocks 1/15 of a full sheet)

450 ㎜

Super Large size

Medium size

Large size

Small size

４㎜

T- 2701

＄11.66

T- 2702

＄10.49

T- 2703

＄7.92

T- 2704

＄5.83

６㎜

T- 2709

＄15.16

T- 2710

＄13.64

T- 2711

＄9.91

T- 2712

＄7.58

９㎜

T- 2713

＄19.83

T- 2714

＄17.50

T- 2715

＄12.83

T- 2716

＄9.32

very popular!

Kento corners sticker
Adhesive Seal with wood grain pattern
(about actual size)

Kagi Kento

Hikitsuke Kento

Peel off the backing
sheet

pack of 16 pairs
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T- 2719

1pack ＄4.66

hHon Baren
(12.7cm diameter. Made by a professional printer.)

Disk: Made of washi, coated
with Urushi lacquer.

Inner coil: Made of braided
white bamboo skin.

The backing disk (ategawa) is made of many layers of Washi pasted
on a round wooden form with Warabi-powder glue. It is topped with a sheet of silk gauze then coated with
urushi (lacquer). The inner coil (shin) is made of tightly woven strips of white bamboo skin.
These Barens are made by an active professional printer.
You will be fascinated with the comfortable feeling of these delicate and light barens. A hon baren will respond to the printer ,s most sensitive movements, and becomes like a part of the body. Everyone who tries
these barens is fully satisfied with the quality.
For thick paper or large prints.

#8 heavy

T- 1201

＄991.44

#8 medium

For average work. Best choice for
your first hon baren.

T- 1202

＄991.44

#8 fine

For thin paper or small prints.

T- 1203

＄991.44

#8 very fine

For delicate works or small prints.

T- 1204

＄1341.36

#12 heavy

Leaves fewer Baren lines.

T- 1205

＄1166.40

#12 fine

Suitable for use on end grain blocks.

T- 1206

＄1341.36

#16 heavy

For wide areas of flat colour.

T- 1207

＄1458.00

#16 fine

Multi purpose.

T- 1208

＄1632.96

T- 1209

＄1632.96

#12 very fine

Most suitable for use
on end grain blocks.

Other Barens (special coils, larger sizes) are available on special order.

Bamboo Re-covering Service

Meko board
360 ㎜× 240 ㎜× 20 ～ 25 ㎜

T- 2519

¥ 1,296

Solid Cherry wood. Hard and heavy.

( includes replacement sheath )

Use this board when flattening and stretching the bamboo
sheath. (Small visual flaws will not detract from performance.)

Domestic Only
We can wrap your baren
for you.
Shipment will take a
few weeks.

T- 2520

＄46.66

Won't you try to replace the sheath for yourself? You can see the process on our web site.
There are three movies, taken from different angles - your own viewpoint, from the side, and from the front.
http://www.woodlike.co.jp/barentutumi/douga_all.html （Windows only)
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Murasaki Baren
Murasaki Baren

Inner coil is made of nylon and tetron. Disk
is plywood, finished with black lacquer.

High quality yet reasonable price. With a strong and resilient coil, these barens have good durability and usability.
In a deluxe box with
Urushi-like finish.

Strong

Medium

Murasaki Baren

Diameter 11 ｃｍ

Medium

＄116.64

T- 1321

＄128.30

T- 1330

＄157.46

T- 1329

＄116.64

T- 1322

＄128.30

T- 1331

＄157.46

T- 1332

＄157.46

T- 1333

＄180.79

T- 1334

＄239.11

(Suitable for wide areas of flat colour, or thick papers.)

Fine
(For finely carved areas and delicate printing.)

Diameter 13 ｃｍ

T- 1328

(All-purpose. Suitable for thin or medium papers.)

Strong

Diameter 12 ｃｍ

Gomazuri Baren

Soft Murasaki Baren

Baren exclusively for Gomazuri
(mottled effect) Diameter 12.5 cm

Super Murasaki Baren

For multi purpose including delicate
printing.
Diameter 12 cm

For flat colour printing. Diameter 12.5 cm

Designed specifically for wide flat colour. Thick
coil has rough texture.
T- 1326

To create the gomazuri effect, move the baren in
circles with light pressure.

＄227.45

T- 1335

Shin Ki-urushi Baren

＄110.81

Medium

T- 1336

＄169.13

Fine

T- 1337

＄215.78

11cm diameter

The backing disk (ategawa) is made of plywood topped with a sheet of silk gauze then
coated with urushi (lacquer).
The inner coil is made of woven strips of bamboo (Kashiro-dake). Persimmon tannin
is applied inside the cover to provide water resistance. This baren has good durability
and approaches a true hon-baren in useability.

Domestic Only

A couple of months
is usually required for

#8 medium

delivery.

#10 medium
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Standard, all-purpose. Suitable for thin or medium
papers.
For delicate printing. With firm pressure you can print simple
tsubushi.
If you can choose only one baren this is the one most
recommended.

T- 1352

\45,360

T- 1353

\55,080

Range of sizes, reasonably priced.

Kohshin Baren

Strong

(Sakuma Brand)

Disk: leatherette cover on
acrylic board

Dismeter
10 ㎝

T- 1920

＄36.74

T- 1921

＄36.74

Dismeter
11 ㎝

T- 1922

＄47.23

T- 1923

＄47.23

T- 1924

＄68.23

T- 1925

Dismeter
12 ㎝

Coil: synthetic fiber
Gift-boxed

Fine

Sosaku Baren
(Michi Brand)

Disk:

plastic
Inner Coil: coated hard paper
Diameter: 13 cm

For key blocks
Good for general purpose, including
delicately carved areas.

Works efficiently,
reasonably priced.
Gift-boxed

Fine

Medium

Rough
most popular

Very Rough

T- 1625

＄51.32

T- 1624

＄51.32

For flat areas
Good for printing wide and flat areas
powerfully.

Octagon Baren

＄68.23

(Wire Netting Baren)

13 cm diameter.
Wire netting on cardboard disk.
Front face covered with film.

with no case

Spare Film

Fine

Medium

Rough

Very rough

1.2 ㎜ mesh

2.5 ㎜ mesh

５㎜ mesh

8 ㎜ mesh

T- 1341

T- 1342

T- 1343

T- 1344

＄43.16

＄43.16

＄43.16

＄43.16

Pack of 3sheets
＄1.75
T- 1345
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Tsubushi printing of wide areas requires quite a lot of strength.
Rolling balls inserted in the baren can make the printing work much easier!

Ball

Bearing

Baren
Silicon oil for Ball Bearing Baren.
Spray type.
Domestic
Only
(Usable for other barens too.)

Base unit is made of rubber,
aluminum, etc., with inserted ball
bearings.
Size: 14 cm diameter

T- 1253

No case.

Type

A

400 balls

Baren moves very smoothly.
Balls backed by hard plastic,
and roll without resistance.

Baren moves less smoothly.
Balls backed by flexible
sheet, offering resistance
to rolling. Very strong result, good for wide areas.

T- 1902

＄227.45
Type

Ｂ

400 balls
T- 1903

＄227.45
Type Ｃ

600 balls

Good for delicate small areas.

T- 1904

＄262.44
Type Ｄ

600 balls

Good for shallowly carved
areas and block gradation.

T- 1905

＄262.44

Result printed by Type B or D.
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Result printed by Type A or C.

Without strong pressure you

Baren moves smoothly with

can get this deep result. The

efficient results.

rolling balls flex and move over

Background carved by Hira-

the surface of the wood very

toh (Ita-bokashi) is clearly

smoothly, tracing the image lines

different from the other sample.

cleanly.

\648

Korokoro Baren
Made of acrylic plastic with inserted steel ball bearings.
Good for printing wide areas.

Standard
12.7cm diameter

T- 1907

Rough

＄184.22

12.0 cm diameter

13 cm diameter

made entirely of plastic

made of plastic
lubricating oil included

T- 4001

For beginners

＄26.24

Replacement disk

School Barens

T- 4002

＄138.56

Plastic Baren

Disk Baren
（ Yugaku Brand）

T- 1908

12.0 cm diameter

T- 1941

＄5.59

＄8.39

Base unit is made of rough cardboard.
Recommended for school children.

Medium
T- 2351

Large

10 ㎝ diameter

＄1.94
12 ㎝ diameter

How to move the Baren is explained on
our web site with an animated movie.
http://www.woodlike.co.jp/
ugokibaren/ugoki01.html

T- 2352

＄3.56
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Moisten bamboo sheath and flatten the
surface. Place the baren in the middle,
fold over the upper and lower parts of
the sheath, and fasten them tightly in
place with the band.

Baren supporting band
for use when tying the bamboo sheath
Bamboo sheath replacement is a very difficult process but
this band will make it much easier.

Wrap one half of the sheath tightly
around the edges of the baren. Tightly
twist the sheath, and insert the twisted
end under the band to hold it in place.

For Diameter100 ～ 130 ㎜
barens

T- 3973

Proceed with the other half in
the same manner. Then hold
both ends tightly together and
remove the band. Tie the two
tips together with thread.

＄8.16

The process is shown on this page:
http://www.woodlike.co.jp/barentutumi/hojobandframe.html

Bamboo Sheath
Japanese bamboo skin.
Relatively thin and easy to wrap.

T- 2518

Package of 10

＄23.33

(Packed in tightly sealed thick plastic bag.)

Lubricating Oil for Baren

Silicon Oil

Camellia Oil

for Ball Bearing Baren

Spray type, 20 cc

Spray type, 30 cc

Bottled, 240 cc

Domestic Only

100% pure camellia oil

T- 1252

Camellia Oil

Can be used for other
types of barens

Useful for other
purposes, such as
rust prevention
T- 1251

\972

\648

T- 1253

Baren Pad

(Kikuhide Brand)

\1,188

Ategami

(Kikuhide Brand)

Felt (6 mm) is glued on plywood (6mm thickness)
Rubber base to prevent slipping.
150 mm x 150 mm

T- 1410

＄27.99
Place this sheet between the baren and the printing
paper. The baren moves smoothly and the printing
paper is protected.

Felt for resting the baren
150 × 150 × 6 mm

T- 1411

＄12.81

Roll type : 30cm (width) x 10 m (length)
T- 1501
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1 roll ＄14.00

Highest Quality Maru-Hake ( for professional use)
treated on sand paper to
prepare the hair

wide

T- 708

45 ㎜ Ｓｑｕａｒｅ

$28.92

treated on sharkskin to
prepare the hair
T- 788

T- 709

$35.80

55 ㎜ Oval

T- 710

$38.95

T- 790

$50.84

61 ㎜ Oval

T- 711

$45.49

T- 791

$59.48

77 ㎜ Oval

T- 712

$55.75

T- 792

$73.58

92 ㎜ Oval

T- 713

$64.96

T- 793

$85.83

107 ㎜ Oval

T- 714

$78.15

T- 794

$102.99

122 ㎜ Oval

T- 715

$92.95

T- 795

$122.70

137 ㎜ Oval

T- 716

$102.19

T- 796

$134.95

$120.83

T- 797

$159.55

152 ㎜ Oval

T- 717

Hair color can
not be hoped.

$37.91

55 ㎜ Rectangle

T- 789

➔

➔

Ｎａｍｅ

$45.25

Sharkskin treatment will
add one week to delivery

Hair is the most important part of a brush.
These brushes are made of carefully
selected horse tail hair.

times.

(These pictures are approximately actual size.)

kaku (small)
45mm
Square

kakuRectangle
(big)
55mm

2 sunＯｖａｌ
61mm

55mm
Ｏｖａｌ
sun hachi

277mm
sun 5Ｏｖａｌ
bu

Importance of handling point
As seen in the picture, there are many holes in the wood
where the bundles of hair are inserted. If the handle is dipped
into water, the hair in the bundles can swell, causing splits in
the wood.
We strongly recommend removing as much moisture as
possible by shaking or wiping the brush after washing, and
then storing the brush in a shady and airy place.
Do not store brushes with the hair facing upwards, as
moisture will accumulate in the hair roots, leading to cracking
and loose hairs.

92 ㎜
Oval

107 ㎜

122 ㎜

137 ㎜

Oval

Oval

Oval

152 ㎜
Oval
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Developed based on suggestions
from professional printers. Corners
of the wood base are a bit angular.

P.W. Brush

Our original

Ｐｌｙｗｏｏｄ Ｂｒｕｓｈ

← average hair length
(from left; large, medium,
small) White brush
← with shorter hair
(from left; large, medium,
small) Red brush
The body is plywood; the hair is
horse tail, treated with a sander.

* The wooden part is resistant to cracking
or warping.
* Made in Japan, yet reasonably priced.
* Hair tips are treated in the same way as
brushes for professionals.
* White brush: a stable feeling with plenty
of average length hair.
Red brush: a well-used feeling, with
shorter hair.

75mm

White brush 75 ㎜

60mm

52mm

White brush

T- 759

$44.32

T- 758

$32.65

T- 757

$25.66

Red brush

T- 756

$44.32

T- 755

$32.65

T- 754

$25.66

(These pictures are approximately actual size.)
(side view of the long side)

↑

(Wood base)
75 mm x 55mm x 15mm

↑

(Length of hair)

White

White --- 30mm

Red

Red --- 25mm

75 ㎜
(equal to 2sun 5bu brush)

↑

↑

(Wood base)
60 mm x 50mm x 15mm

White

(Length of hair)

Red

White --- 28mm

60 ㎜

Red --- 23mm

(equal to 2sun brush)

↑

↑

(Wood base)
52 mm x 45mm x 15mm

White

(Length of hair)

Red

small
(equal to kaku-small brush)

White --- 26mm
Red --- 21mm

Te-Hake

Best Quality

取り扱いのご注意

( for professional use)

使用後は、 刷毛の根元に顔料を留め
たまま、 放置しないようにして下さい。

NAME
Attention:

Sharkskin treatment will add one
week to delivery
times.

WIDE

treated on sand
paper to prepare
the hair

その部分の毛が腐り、 毛が抜けてきま

treated on sharkskin
to prepare the hair

す。 また、 刷毛を大事に使うには、 毛の
根元に湿気を多く残さない事が肝心です

shark skin

ので、 洗う際には、 水にどっぷり浸けな

9㎜

T- 701

$17.50

T- 781

$23.09

15 ㎜

T- 702

$20.99

T- 782

$27.76

風通しの良い日陰で柄の穴を利用し、 壁

24 ㎜

T- 703

$31.49

T- 783

$31.49

などにぶら下げて乾燥させて下さい。

30 ㎜

T- 704

$38.48

T- 784

$38.48

36 ㎜

T- 705

$45.49

T- 785

$45.49

※ 色ぼかしされる場合

44 ㎜

T- 706

$52.49

T- 786

$52.49

奨めします。

いようにして下さい。

などは、 鮫皮下ろしをお

Highest Quality Tebake for professional use (These illustrations are approximately actual size.)

Structure of a professional brush

2寸
60mm

44 ㎜

36 ㎜

Handling suggestion
Wash the brush thoroughly after every use and hang
it in a well ventilated place. Leftover pigment can rot
and spoil the hair.
It is strongly recommended not to let the wooden part
of the brush get wet, as this will lead to rotting at the
tightly compressed roots of the hair.

24 ㎜

30 ㎜

15 ㎜
9㎜
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Brushes (for beginners and intermediate use)
(Michi Brand)

Hair color will be brown or black.
The hair is treated on sandpaper
to feather and soften the tips.

From the left in the picture:

From the left:

Sosaku Hake 24 ㎜

T- 726

＄11.66

Sosaku Hake 20 ㎜

T- 729

＄9.32

Sosaku Hake 15 ㎜

T- 725

Surikomi Hake

Sosaku Brush 60 ㎜

No.3

9㎜

Frequently used for dyeing.
Handle is made of bamboo.

No.4

Hair is short and firm.

（whole shape）

Winter hair (horse)
Soft and flexible. Suitable for
delicate areas.
Hair becomes somewhat heavy
and sticky after absorbing
water-base pigment.

No.5
No.6

No.8

12 ㎜
15 ㎜
18 ㎜
24 ㎜

No.10 30 ㎜
No.12 36 ㎜

Summer hair (deer)
（Photos are approximate size.)
Popular among woodblock
p r i n t m a k e r s . S t r o n g h a i r,
absorbs pigments well, easy to
handle.
Notice: At low moisture levels,
hair may tend to become loose.
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T- 763

＄16.32

Summer hair (deer)

T- 732

＄4.25

Winter hair (horse)

T- 743

＄4.25

Summer hair (deer)

T- 733

＄5.00

Winter hair (horse)

T- 744

＄5.00

Summer hair (deer)

T- 734

＄6.17

Winter hair (horse)

T- 745

＄6.17

Summer hair (deer)

T- 735

＄7.58

Winter hair (horse)

T- 746

＄7.58

Summer hair (deer)

T- 736

Winter hair (horse)

＄11.89

T- 747

＄11.89

Summer hair (deer)

T- 737

＄13.88

Winter hair (horse)

T- 748

＄13.88

Summer hair (deer)

T- 738

＄17.84

Winter hair (horse)

T- 749

＄17.84

Hog Hair Hake for woodblock printing
Our original very high quality brush. The hair tip is trimmed and processed
very delicately. The hair is strong yet flexible. Hair, although dense, will dry
properly after use. Resistant to hair loss.
Bamboo handle, hog bristles.

No.6

18 ㎜ width

T- 772

＄15.16

No.8

24 ㎜ width

T- 773

＄19.24

MizuHake (Water brush)

Used to moisten paper, paperboard and woodblocks.

Left: 90mm (3 sun)

Right: 180mm (6 sun)

Bamboo
(Traditional type)

T- 751

１piece

＄5.25

You constantly sharpen
the blade of your knife.
Then why not treat the
hair of your brush?

90 ㎜ width (long handle)

T- 730

＄50.39

150 ㎜ width (wide handle）
180 ㎜ width (wide handle）

T- 719

＄62.98
＄75.58

Hakobi

Used to mix pigment with water
and then carry it to the woodblock.

Linen Flax

Standard

The hemp fibers absorb liquid well.

(Michi Brand)

T- 752

１piece

T- 720

＄2.23

T- 753

１piece

＄1.75

A variety of shark skin has been added to our inventory and we can
offer them in reasonable prices!!

An essential material to improve
your printing skill. Please
understand how important shark
skin is!
After years of requests from ukiyo-e studios, professional
printmakers, and skilled amateurs we have finally obtained a large
stock of sharkskin (see next page).
Have you found that the colour from print to print varies? Have
you experienced uneven depth of colour, or seen visible brush
strokes? All those problems can be caused by stiff brush tips.
Even experienced craftsmen can't print properly - working in quick
efficient rhythms and creating clean and smooth colour finishes without having well-treated brushes.
Now it's time for you to try using a real shark skin to treat your
brushes. The effort will be rewarded by enabling you to print
efficiently, resulting in smooth and nice colour.

Tips on using a sharkskin
Rub the hair in many angles (vertical, horizontal and
diagonal) on the shark skin.
You can work with a dry brush, but dipping the tip of
the hair into lukewarm water from time to time while
working will increase efficiency. Tilting the brush too
much can cause uneven shapes in the hair. A good
result is one with no angular corners or flat surfaces.
A common failure is inadvertently creating a hollow
in the central area. In order to avoid this, work in the
diagonal direction a bit more than the other directions.
Hold the brush firmly while working, otherwise you
may scrape your hand.
After you are finished, thoroughly wash all residue off
the sharkskin.
絵 Work by imagining you are following guidelines as
in this image.
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Shark Skin

Processing Brushes

(Squatina japonica)

Whole or Sections

We use mostly "Kasu-zame" or "Koro-zame." These skins are also used for grating Wasabi or wrapping the handles of Japanese swords. The Kasu-zame is
relatively small, with fine and delicate spines. The Koro-zame is larger with proportionately larger and rougher spines (the fins have more delicate spines.)
Shark skins are a 'must-have' item for advanced printers, but in recent years it has been very difficult to acquire them. Our company has obtained a good supply
of them, and feel that this is a good opportunity to inform our customers just how important they are.
As part of this 'campaign' we are making available small sections of skin, in addition on whole ones.
The pictures in the chart show a typical image of each piece but - as you understand - as these are natural products each pieces will be slightly different.

Shark skins on board (for overseas shipping)

606 ㎜

606 ㎜

455 ㎜

303 ㎜

Small shark skin (whole)
T- 7240

Small shark skin (half)

＄233.28

T- 7241

＄139.97

Delivery: 2 ～ 3 weeks
(mostly made to order)

Delivery: 1 ～ 2 weeks (mostly made to order)

Our Original, No Nails, Glued on Board
Whole (on board)
The large size enables quick
stable work. A variety of
finishes - from rough to fine,
large and small.

In the picture at left, the
dark black area indicates
the rougher spines, and
the light grey areas are
finer.
The numbers in the
picture indicate sandpaper
grades, showing the
relative coarseness and
fineness of each area of
the skin. The numbers
are approximate, as each
shark skin is unique.

These are specially made
versions for shipping
overseas.
To reduce shipping costs
the board is thinner than
our normal version.
The function of the shark
skin action is exactly the
same.

Whole (skin only)

Half (on board)

Whole (on board)
(no pectoral fins)

Half (on board)
(no pectoral fin)

Pectoral Fins
(on board)
For beginners. The spines are
fine and best for Hake. Suitable
for brushes too. Reasonable
price and compact.

Mount it on a board
yourself by stretching and
nailing the skin little by
little.。

As good as a whole skin
(except for the largest
brushes).
Cheaper than a whole skin,
and requires less storage
space.

T- 7221

T- 7222

T- 7223

T- 7224

T- 7225

T- 7226

\24,840

\20,520

\14,040

\17,280

\10,800

\4,860

T- 7230

T- 7231

T- 7232

\16,200

\19,440

\11,880

\6,480

T- 7236

Best for wide brushes.
Central part has a rough
texture, with the fins being
finer.

Good for small brushes and
every kind of Hake.
Half size allows sweeping
movement of the brush on
the skin

Kasu-zame
(small)

鮫皮の各所に荒目から中
目、 細目まで揃う。 価格が
安く、 ストロークが長い。
場所をあまりとらない。
幅広のブラシ以外は快適。

Domestic Only

Kasu-zame
Koro-zame
(medium)

T- 7227

\30,240

T- 7228

\23,760

大型 コロザメ

Koro-zame
(large)
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T- 7229

T- 7233

T- 7234

T- 7235

,,\35,640

\28,080

\19,440

\23,760

T- 7237

T- 7238

\15,120

\8,100

Watercolor pigments in tubes

Gouache opaque watercolor pigment. Develops
clear color, suitable for woodblock prints.

Holbein Works Ltd.
opaque watercolor pigment in tubes

(Artist Gouache, 15 ml)
Very high quality color pigments. Vivid
color, holds saturation when mixed. Top
quality pigment for woodblock printmaking.

12 colors, 15 ml per tube
T- 3641
￥3,672

Contact us for color samples.

18 colors, 15 ml per tube
T- 3642

Nicker Brand
gouache, in plastic case

￥5,443

•12 colors (2 whites)
•11 ml per tube
•55 gm paste
•sponge

Cover can be used for mixing pigments.
Set includes tube of paste, used for adding
transparency to the pigments.

￥2,138

T- 3650

Domestic Only
NEW

Are you really satisfied with your pigments?
Now you can get beautiful colors!

Holbein

Artists' Pigment - Paste type

These are 'powder pigments' in concentrated paste form. No vehicle (binders,
etc.) is used. You can easily adjust the density of the pigment to create the
exact color you wish for your woodblock prints.

T- 3730

Prices vary with color.
A: \734
B: \864
C: \1,020

A

ナフトール レッド ディープ

T- 3731

T- 3733 B イソインドリノン イエロー

ピロール オレンジ

T- 3740 A フタロ ブルー

T- 3741 B インダンスレン ブルー

T- 3743 A ウルトラマリン ブルー

T- 3744 Bジオキサジン バイオレット

T- 3745 Bキナクリドン マゼンタ

T- 3747 B イミダゾロン ブラウン

T- 3748

T- 3742 C コバルト ブルー

for beginners

A

T- 3739 B オキサイド オブ クロミウム

T- 3738 C シャドー グリーン

レッド オーカー

T- 3732

T- 3737 A フタロ グリーン

T- 3735

B

A

ピロール レッド

T- 3736 A イエロー オーカー

T- 3734 A イミダゾロン イエロー

T- 3746

A

ハンザ イエロー ライト

A

T- 3749 A チタニウム ホワイト

カーボン ブラック

Water Colors for Woodblock Printing
(water colour, Sakura Brand, each tube 12 ml)

Set of 7 colors
T- 3722

\1,192

Set of 4 colors
T- 3721

\ 622
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Turner Brand
Opaque Watercolour PigmentPowder Pigment

We accept orders for individual tubes.
11 ml tubes, 18 colours, ¥ 108 per tube)
purple

T- 3680

white

T- 3686

yellow green

T- 3692

T- 3681

yellow

T- 3687

light blue

T- 3693

brown

T- 3682

pale pink

T- 3688

azure

T- 3694

black

T- 3683

ochrer

T- 3689

pale blue

T- 3695

orange

T- 3684

vermillion

T- 3690

T- 3685

red

T- 3691

blue
indigo blue

T- 3696

lemon yellow

T- 3697

dark brown

Powder Pigment
These are powdered cake pigments; to use for woodblock
printmaking, they should be ground in a mortar and then
mixed with water or nikawa glue.
T- 3001

Ａ color \194

T- 3004

Ｄ color \291

T- 3002

Ｂ color \237

T- 3000

Ｅ color \324

T- 3003

Ｃ color \259

61 colours
10gram bags

T- 3010

Gofun (white) \129

Domestic Only

Starch Paste
Used to add opaque taste and avoid sandy
result.
Fueki Brand contains less preservative

Yamato Brand
(made of tapioca)
55 gram, in each tube

Fueki Brand
(made of corn)
100 gram, in each tube

than Yamato Brand, preferred by
woodblock printing makers.

T- 3010

\129

T- 3010

Water Soluble Pigments
for Woodblock Printing
Sakura Brand, in poly tube
New type water soluble pigments
with excellent water resistance when dry.
Beautiful colot

r, spreads smoothly,

well balanced.
Very good for roller printing.
(This pigment won't abrade after drying. ）
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Black

400 ｇ

T- 3670

￥1,166

Vermillion

400 ｇ

T- 3674

￥1,555

Red

400 ｇ

T- 3671

￥1,555

Indigo

400 ｇ

T- 3675

￥1,555

Yellow

400 ｇ

T- 3672

￥1,555

Brown

400 ｇ

T- 3676

￥1,555

Green

400 ｇ

T- 3673

￥1,555

White

400 ｇ

T- 3677

￥1,555

\ 86

Powder Pigment - Gold and Silver Color
Mica (iridescent, no colour)

T- 3005

10 gram bag

¥43

Pearl (Ti - 100) silver-white tint

T- 3006

10 gram bag \172

Pearl (MF - 100R) silver-gold tint

T- 3007

10 gram bag \453

Pearl (RYTI - 100) red-gold tint

T- 3008

10 gram bag \280

Neri-zumi (Sumi concentrate) and Kake-zumi (Broken sumi sticks)
Kake-zumi are broken pieces of sumi sticks; reasonably priced.
Neri-zumi is a thick black concentrated sumi paste made from Kake-zumi.
Broken pieces of stick sumi are soaked in water, and gradually soften and become Neri-zumi.
Neri-zumi can be reconstituted with water.

Kake-zumi --- 500 gram bag

T- 3601

\3,510

Kake-zumi --- 1000 gram bag

T- 3602

\7,020

5 star Neri-zumi (high grade, made from kake-zumi )

T- 3603

\2,700

Neri-zumi (made from black pigment, good value)

T- 3610

\1,890

Neri-zumi by Kaimei (one of the largest India ink company).
Perfect viscosity for woodblock printing, usable without adding any water.

Domestic Only

「Gen-myou」

「Sumi-no-Moto」

In plastic container (100g)

In plastic container (200g)
T- 3014

\699

T- 3015

"Neri-zumi (Sumi concentrate)"

\1,263

High quality India Ink, mixed with
animal glue.
Has a blue-black tint when diluted.

Resin included, very reasonable price.

Used to mill or mix powder (solid) pigments.

Mortar

Medium

pestle included

９０㎜

T- 3806

\ 486

Large

１２０㎜

T- 3807

\ 842

Extra Large

１５０㎜

T- 3808

\ 1,242

Dishes for pigments

Ceramic (Michi Brand)
90 mm diameter.
Stackable.
Designed to prevent drips.
T- 3801

\414

Plastic
75 mm diameter.
Stackable.
T- 3809

Ceramic
108 mm diameter

\77

T- 3804

\145

Oil-based Pigment
(Sakura Brand)

Ideal pigment - spreads well, beautiful color, fast drying.
Non smearing, no oil discoloration, colors don't stick to
adjoining sheets.

100 ml tubes,
8 colours

each tube
￥691
50 ml, in tube

T- 3631

brown

T- 3635

T- 3632

red

T- 3636

yellow

T- 3633

green

T- 3637

orange

T- 3634

white

T- 3638

black
indigo

Oil-based Medium
(Bunpodo brand)
T- 3640

Brush clerner oil （Odorless type）

\ 760

500ml
T- 3661

This transparent medium has no color, and adds
viscosity to pigments. Effective for roller printing.

\ 734

1000ml
T- 3665

\1,312

Domestic Only
Original

Wood Engraving Ink Set
T- 2515

\ 2,500 （税込 2,700）

Contents of the set
Oil for copper plate 50 ｃｃ

Illustrated text
Ink for lithograph

70 ｇ

Ink dryer oil

5 ｃｃ

Ink for copper plate 50 ｃｃ

Ink Mixing Board
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Plastic, Small

345 ㎜ ×270 ㎜

T- 3950

\ 923

Plastic, Large

450 ㎜ ×350 ㎜

T- 3951

\1,613

Stainless, Small 345 ㎜ ×245 ㎜

T- 3952

\1,555

Stainless, Large 450 ㎜ ×340 ㎜

T- 3953

\3,353

（S, N Brand）

Ink Rollers for printmaking
Firm rubber, for general use, handle included in the price.

№0

30 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

T- 3920

$14.38

№ 1 100 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

T- 3921

$17.98

№ 2 165 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

T- 3922

$23.81

№ 3 210 ㎜ width 48 ㎜ diameter

T- 3923

$31.49

№ 4 240 ㎜ width 48 ㎜ diameter

T- 3924

$35.38

T- 3926

$11.18

№ 2 165 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

T- 3927

$15.84

№ 3 210 ㎜ width 48 ㎜ diameter

T- 3928

$21.47

№ 4 240 ㎜ width 48 ㎜ diameter

T- 3929

$26.05

№ 1 100 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter
Ink roller body for
replacement

直径 48 ㎜

Soft Ink Roller
Soft rubber, for general use, handle included in the price.

№0

30 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

№ 0.5 100 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

Ink roller body for
replacement

T- 3901

$15.55

T- 3902

$24.30

№1

130 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

T- 3903

$26.05

№2

165 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

T- 3904

$29.16

№ 3 210 ㎜ width 50 ㎜ diameter

T- 3905

$35.28

№ 4 240 ㎜ width 50 ㎜ diameter

T- 3906

$38.48

№ 0.5

100 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

T- 3931

$14.87

№1

130 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

T- 3932

$15.94

№2

165 ㎜ width 45 ㎜ diameter

T- 3933

$18.17

№3

210 ㎜ width 50 ㎜ diameter

T- 3934

$22.84

№4

240 ㎜ width 50 ㎜ diameter

T- 3935

$25.17
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The image transfers are
done in subtly tinted
colors.The carving work
must do yourself

Ukiyo-e Kit

20 sheets of paper (appropriate size for
each print) and pigments are included in
each set. →
These kits allow you to focus on technical points without thinking much

Included colours differ

about the design. This is very helpful
to improve your skill. The picture (on
the left) shows blocks on which im-

according to set

A real woodblock print made by
professional craftsmen is included.

ages are transferred. By carving all
the blocks (quantity varies according
to the chosen image) you can proceed
to the printing process by following
the instructions.

Hardwood Plywood (cherry)
with image transfer

These kits are not easy to complete
enlargement

but worth challenging!

When you are finished making your
own print, you can frame and display
this professional one. This alone is
worth the price of the kit!

Namiur

Cooperation:
Asahi Culture Center - Yokohama Branch
16 students
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20 sheets of papers and

Standard size
260 ㎜ × 174 ㎜
T- 7073 $167.96

Post card size
148 ㎜× 100 ㎜
① Aka Fuji (Red Fuji)
Hokusai Katsushika

T- 7074 $167.96

・ 4 pieces of hardwood plywood (cherry)
with images transferred
・ 4 pieces of shina plywood with images
transferred
・ printing instructions
・ printing order display
・ carving instructions
・ 20 sheets of paper
・ pigments
・ registration seals
・ sandpaper

pigments are included

Pigments will differ

↙

according to the image

↘

Post card size

Chu-ban
20 sheets of papers and

Standard size
260 ㎜ × 174 ㎜
T- 7063

$167.96

Post card size
148 ㎜× 100 ㎜

ra

T- 7064

② Ｎａｍｉｕｒａ

$167.96

・ 2 pieces of hardwood plywood (cherry)
with images transferred
・ 8 pieces of shina plywood with images
transferred
・ printing instructions
・ printing order display
・ carving instructions
・ 20 sheets of paper
・ pigments
・ registration seals
・ sandpaper

pigments are included

↙

Pigments will differ

中判セット

↘

Post card size

Chu-ban

(Great Wave off Kanagawa)

according to the image

Hokusai Katsushika
20 sheets of papers and

Standard size
260 ㎜ × 174 ㎜
T- 7053

$226.86

Post card size
148 ㎜× 100 ㎜
T- 7054

$122.23

・ 2 pieces of hardwood plywood (cherry)
with images transferred
・ 11 pieces of shina plywood with images transferred
・ printing instructions
・ printing order display
・ carving instructions
・ 20 sheets of paper
・ pigments
・ registration seals
・ sandpaper

Pigments will differ

↙

pigments are included

according to the image

↘

③ Ｋａｍｂａｒａ
（Evening Snow at Kambara）
Hiroshige Utagawa

Post card size

Chu-ban

20 sheets of papers and

S.M.size
218 ㎜ × 148 ㎜
T- 7033 $167.96

④ Geigi
Utamaro
Kitagawa

Post card size
148 ㎜× 100 ㎜
T- 7034 $108.82

・ 2 pieces of hardwood plywood (cherry)
with images transferred
・ 7 pieces of shina plywood with images transferred
・ printing instructions
・ printing order display
・ carving instructions
・ 20 sheets of paper
・ pigments
・ registration seals
・ sandpaper

pigments are included

↙

Pigments will differ
according to the image

↘

Post card size

Chu-ban

20 sheets of papers and

⑤

Standard size

Ｔｏｒａｎｐｕ

260 ㎜ × 174 ㎜

（Playing Cards）

T- 7073

Yumeji
Takehisa

$226.86

Post card size
148 ㎜× 100 ㎜
T- 7074

$122.23

・ 2 pieces of hardwood plywood (cherry)
with images transferred
・ 11 pieces of shina plywood with images transferred
・ printing instructions
・ printing order display
・ carving instructions
・ 20 sheets of paper
・ pigments
・ registration seals
・ sandpaper

pigments are included

Pigments will differ

↙

according to the image

↘

Post card size

Chu-ban

Set of Tools for
Ukiyo-e Kit

Set A

T- 7021

$110.34

(no knives)

Set B
(knives included)

T- 7022

$128.07

Contents
Nicker Brand
gouache, in plastic case
Sosaku Brush 60 ㎜

1

Papers
high quality paper20 sheets
proofing paper 20 sheets

Sosaku Hake 24 ㎜

1

Koshin Baren ( 10 ㎝） 1

Sosaku Hake 24 ㎜

1

(only in set B)
Woody brand set of 5
knives

Hakobi brush

2
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Increasingly popular overseas! Suitable even for beginners.

Heisei Hanafuda
(renewed version)

Easy to learn color printing technique.
For woodblock print making

Biginners Kits

"Welcoming Cat"

Carving areas are outlined on each color block ready to be cut by following the
instructions. Make your own cards youeself !

→

→

→

Postcard size
I Instruction --- 1 copy
Color Blocks --- 4 pieces

The image transfers are done in subtly
tinted colors.The carving work must do
yourself

Pigment ---- 4 colors

"Treasure Ship"

Small envelope type (Pochi-bukuro)
(Cut, fold and paste after printing.)

Registration seals ---- 4 pairs

Instruction --- 1 copy
Color Blocks --- 4 pieces

Sandpaper --- 1 sheet
Proofing paper ---- 50 sheets

The image transfers are done in subtly
tinted colors.The carving work must do
yourself

Washi postcard --10 sheets

Pigment ---- 4 colors

Registration seals --- 4 pairs

Sandpaper --- 1 sheet
Proofing paper ---- 50 sheets
Envelope Pattern ---- 1 sheet

Ｈａｎａｆｕｄ Series
"Treasure Ship"

Ｈａｎａｆｕｄ Series
"Treasure Ship"

Card :148 mm x 100 mm

Ｓｉｚｅ :120mm x 68 mm

Image: 140 mm x 84 mm

Image: 100 mm x 60 mm

"Welcoming Cat"

"Welcoming Cat"

Card :148 mm x 100 mm

Size:120 mm x 68 mm

Image: 120 mm x 84 ㎜

Product Name
Our Original

"Welcoming Cat"

Product Number
(postcard)

Product Number
(small envelope)

4

T-8150

T-8130

T-8132

T-8112

T-8134

T-8114

T-8137

T-8117

T-8138

T-8118

Color Blocks
(pieces)

Price

$58.32
$58.32
$58.32

Hanafuda-February

"Plum (Ume) with Nightingale"

Hanafuda-April

" Wisteria (Fuji) with Cuckoo"

Hanafuda-July

"Bush Clover (Hagi) with Wild Boar"

Hanafuda - August

"Pampas (Susuki) with Moon"

5
5
4
5

Hanafuda - January

"Pine (Matsu) with Crane"

6

T-8131

T-8111

Hanafuda - March

"Cherry (Sakura) with Curtain"

T-8133

T-8113

Hanafuda - May

"Iris (Ayame) with Bridge"

T-8135

T-8115

Hanafuda - June

"Peony (Botan) with Butterfly"

7
7
7
6

T-8139

T-8119

"Maple (Momiji) with Deer"

6

T-8140

T-8120

$69.98
$69.98
$69.98

Hanafuda - November "Willow (Yanagi) with Poet"

7

T-8141

T-8121

$69.98

Hanafuda - December

6

T-8142

T-8122

$69.98

Hanafuda - September "Chrysanthemum (Kiku) with Sake Cup"
Hanafuda - October
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Image: 90 mm x 60 ㎜

"Paulownia (Kiri)

T-8136

T-8116

$58.32
$58.32
$69.98
$69.98
$69.98

These traditional designs are based on Japan's old lunar calendar.

Hanafuda - January
"Pine (Matsu) with Crane"

Both crane and pine
are symbols of long
life and good luck.

Hanafuda - February
"Plum (Ume) with Bush-Warbler"

Plum blossoms are the
first to bloom in the
year. The combination of
the flowers and a bushwarbler symbolize the
coming of spring.

Hanafuda - March

Hanafuda - April

Hanafuda - May

"Cherry (Sakura) with Curtain"

" Wisteria (Fuji) with Cuckoo"

"Iris (Ayame) with Bridge"

A curtain is put up for

Both wisteria and

people enjoying cherry

cuckoo symbolize

blossom viewing.

early summer.

May is represented by
Iris bloom. The Bridge
comes from an old
story about the imperial
Court.

「花札シリーズ」

Hanafuda - June
"Peony (Botan)with
Butterfly"

Hanafuda - July
"Bush Clover (Hagi)
with Wild Boar"

Peony is a king
of flowers - large,
fragrant and attractive
to insects.

Combination of a
flower symbolic of
autumn, and a reckless
strong boar.

Hanafuda - August
"Pampas (Susuki)
with Moon"
People enjoy the
full moon viewing in
autumn, and spirits
are believed to live in
Susuki.

Hanafuda - September
"Chrysanthemum (Kiku)
with Sake Cup"
Kiku is the symbol
of longevity; the
character for
'longevity' is written
in the sake cup.

Hanafuda - October
"Maple (Momiji) with
Deer"
October is represented
by the changing beautiful
colors of Momiji. Deer
is from a famous poem
about this season.

Postcard size
Ｈａｎａｆｕｄ Series
"Treasure Ship"
Card :148 mm x 100 mm
Image: 140 mm x 84 mm
"Welcoming Cat"
Card :148 mm x 100 mm
Image: 120 mm x 84 ㎜

Small envelope type
《Pochi-fukuro》

(Cut,hold and paste after printing)

Hanafuda - November
"Willow (Yanagi) with
Poet"
The image is from
a story of a poet
inspired by the
perseverance of a
frog jumping to reach
a willow leaf.

Hanafuda - December
"Paulownia (Kiri)
with Phoenix"
Legend says that only
a Kiri tree is beautiful
enough for phoenix to
land on.

Our Original Image
"Welcoming Cat"

This cat raises its
left forefoot to invite
customers.

Ｈａｎａｆｕｄ Series
"Treasure Ship"
Ｓｉｚｅ :120mm x 68 mm
Image: 100 mm x 60 mm
"Welcoming Cat"
Size:120 mm x 68 mm
Image: 90 mm x 60 ㎜
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Woodblock Printmaking tool set for Beginners
Contents

All the essential items are included in this kit!

Shina Plywood 225 ㎜× 150 ㎜ × ６㎜

３

Plastic Baren 120 ㎜ diameter

１

water color, Sakura Brand Set of 7 colours

Plastic dish 75 ㎜ diameter

T- 7001

$44.32

（Knives not included）

3

Sosaku Hake （Michi brand） 15 ㎜

１

Sosaku Hake （Michi brand） 24 ㎜

１

Proofing Paper (white)

Standard set A

１Set

225 ㎜ ×150 ㎜

２０

Tracing Paper 225 ㎜× 150 ㎜

2

Carbon Paper (red

１

225 ㎜ ×150 ㎜

(only in set B)

Standard set B

$ $62.05

T- 7002

Woody Knives （Michi Brand） Set of 5

１Set

(Contents exactly as shown in the picture.)

Post Card Tool Set for Beginners

Contents
Shina Plywood 160 ㎜× 110 ㎜ × ６㎜
School baern 100 ㎜ diameter
Water color, Sakura Brand Set of 7 colours

Plastic dish 75 ㎜ diameter

Post card Set Ａ
T- 7005 $39.65
（Knifves not included）

Post card Set B
T- 7006 $57.38
(Contents exactly as shown in the picture.)
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３
１
１Set
3

Sosaku Hake （Michi brand） 15 ㎜

１

Sosaku Hake （Michi brand） 24 ㎜

１

Postcard (50 sheets)

1

Tracing Paper 225 ㎜× 150 ㎜

2

Carbon Paper (red)

１

225 ㎜ ×150 ㎜

(only in set B)

Woody Knives （Michi Brand） Set of 5

１Set
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Store information

←

●

➟
●

ＷＯＯＤＬＩＫＥ

Get off at Kami-shakujii station.

Business days: Monday ～ Saturday
(Except holidays)
Business hours: 9 a.m. ～ 5 p.m.
Closing days: Sundays, Holidays,
Summer holidays, New Year's holidays
Parking available
We also deal in lumber and cigarettes.

Come down the stairs at the south exit and
proceed along the shopping street in a
westerly direction.
Turn left at the first traffic light, proceed
about 300 meters; our shop is on the left
side of the street, approximately 6 minutes
walk from the station.

Woodlike Matsumura Corporation
(Check our website for the latest inventory and current prices.)

woodlike matsumura
https://wx30.wadax.ne.jp/~woodlike-co-jp/zen4/
https://wx30.wadax.ne.jp/~woodlike-co-jp/ (Japanese version)

Kamishakujii 1-11-9,
Nerima-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN
177-0044
℡ ： 03-3920-4001
20 1 9 . 0 2

